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Abstra t
The Se ure So kets Layer (SSL) proto ol is widely used for se uring ommuni ation over
the Internet. When utilizing blo k iphers for en ryption, the SSL standard mandates the use
of the ipher blo k haining (CBC) mode of en ryption whi h requires an initialization ve tor
(IV) in order to en rypt. Although the initial IV used by SSL is a (pseudo)random string whi h
is generated and shared during the initial handshake phase, subsequent IVs used by SSL are
hosen in a deterministi , predi table pattern; in parti ular, the IV of a message is taken to be
the nal iphertext blo k of the immediately-pre eding message. We show that this introdu es
a vulnerability in SSL whi h (potentially) enables easy re overy of low-entropy strings su h as
passwords or PINs that have been en rypted. Moreover, we argue that the open nature of
web browsers provides a feasible \point of entry" for this atta k via a orrupted plug-in; thus,
implementing the atta k is likely to be mu h easier than, say, installing a Trojan Horse for
\keyboard sniÆng". Finally, we suggest a number of modi ations to the SSL standard whi h
will prevent this atta k.

Keywords: Chosen Plaintext Atta k, SSL/TLS, Cryptanalysis.

1 Introdu tion
The Se ure So kets Layer (SSL) proto ol1 is urrently one of the most widely-used methods for
se uring ommuni ation over the Internet (see [8, Chap. 19℄ for an ex ellent overview of SSL).
Here, we demonstrate a weakness in SSL whi h potentially allows an atta ker mounting a hosenplaintext atta k to gather information about the plaintext being en rypted. In parti ular, the
atta k potentially enables an adversary to easily re over low-entropy information su h as passwords
or PINs that have previously been en rypted. Given the use of SSL for transmitting exa tly this
sort of data, we believe this represents a potentially serious atta k whi h should be addressed in
future versions of SSL.
Our atta k relies on the fa t that SSL urrently mandates the use of a weak variant of the
ipher blo k haining (CBC) mode of en ryption [8, Chap. 4℄. CBC mode requires a one-blo k
initialization ve tor (IV) for ea h message that is en rypted. In \standard" ryptographi usage of
CBC, a fresh, random IV is hosen for ea h message. In SSL, however, only the initial IV is hosen
in a (pseudo)random manner; IVs for subsequent messages are simply taken to be the nal blo k
of the iphertext orresponding to the immediately-pre eding message. In parti ular, an atta ker
may know in advan e the IV that is going to be used to en rypt the next message. We show that
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this enables an atta ker mounting a hosen-plaintext atta k to validate a guess as to the value
of a parti ular plaintext blo k. Besides the fa t that this already violates the de nition of se ure
en ryption [6, 1℄, it also allows an atta ker to ompletely determine the value of a low-entropy
string su h as a password or a PIN (we all su h short but valuable data a \nugget") by repeatedly
guessing all possible values for this string until the orre t one is identi ed.
While an atta k of the type we outline here has been suggested previously in other ontexts (see
the dis ussion of previous work below), our work is signi ant insofar as it impa ts the se urity of
a widely-used produ t and should be taken into a ount in future revisions of the SSL standard.
Furthermore, we believe our dis ussion of the means for exe uting the atta k on SSL (in parti ular,
our suggestion that the open nature of web-browser plug-ins ould easily provide a \point of entry"
for hosen-plaintext atta ks) is of independent interest. Finally, the fa t that the vulnerability is
present in SSL even following re ent work demonstrating similar atta ks only further indi ates the
need to publi ize these atta ks within the se urity ommunity.
This paper is stru tured as follows. Following a dis ussion of related work, we provide a \highlevel," ryptographi des ription of our atta k in Se tion 2. Se tion 3 fo uses on \low-level" details
of the atta k, and shows that the atta k as outlined an a tually be implemented against SSL/TLS.
As mentioned earlier, the atta k allows an adversary to on rm guesses as to the value of a plaintext
blo k at a rate of one guess per blo k of hosen plaintext. Thus, low-entropy nuggets are parti ularly vulnerable. We show in Se tion 5 how our atta k an be used to re over even moderately-long
nuggets when these nuggets are \split" a ross blo k boundaries (whi h is expe ted to o ur frequently in pra ti e). In Se tion 4 we dis uss the feasibility of our atta k when SSL is used within
a web browser (as is almost always the ase). Although the vulnerability we expose here is not
trivial to exploit, we believe the reasons enumerated in Se tion 4 indi ate that the atta k does
represent a potential on ern. In parti ular, Se tion 4 highlights why this atta k | whi h requires
the adversary to onvin e a user to install an \infe ted" browser plug-in | is likely to be easier
than an atta k whi h requires the adversary to onvin e a user to install Trojan Horse software at
the operating system level (say, to \sni " the user's password via keystroke apture). We on lude
the paper in Se tion 6 with some re ommendations for pat hing the vulnerability exploited here.
1.1

Related Work

At its ore, the atta k des ribed here is an example of what has re ently been termed a \blo kwiseadaptive" atta k [7℄. In ontrast to a \standard" hosen-plaintext atta k where messages are viewed
as atomi , in a blo kwise-adaptive atta k an adversary is assumed to have the additional ability
to insert plaintext blo ks within some longer message as that message is being en rypted (we refer
to [7℄ for a dis ussion). Although our atta k does not exa tly follow this paradigm, one may ast
our atta k in this light due to the fa t that the IV for ea h message is taken to be the nal blo k
of the iphertext orresponding to the pre eding message. In parti ular, this is pre isely how CBC
would operate were it to en rypt onse utive messages as one, longer message; in other words, this
\feature" of SSL is exa tly what makes a blo kwise-adaptive atta k feasible.
Essentially this sort of atta k has been used previously to atta k SSH [2℄. In fa t, the aw
atta ked there is identi al to the aw atta ked here (namely, setting IVs in a predi table way). Still,
we believe we provide more onvin ing eviden e as to why the atta k is a tually plausible in the
ontext of SSL, parti ularly when low-entropy data (su h as PINs and passwords) are en rypted.
Furthermore, as we have mentioned earlier, the fa t that this vulnerability remains in deployed
software only serves as eviden e that atta ks of this sort still need to be publi ized within the
se urity/ ryptography ommunities.
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2 High-Level Outline of The Atta k
We begin by brie y highlighting the minimal aspe ts of SSL needed to understand our atta k at
a high level. A more detailed treatment of the atta k (and hen e of SSL) is given in Se tion 3. A
good survey of the SSL proto ol is given in [8, Chap. 19℄.
The SSL proto ol begins with a handshaking stage during whi h the parties agree on a proto ol
version, sele t ryptographi and (optionally) ompression algorithms, perform optional authentiation steps, and use publi -key me hanisms to share se rets. The shared se rets, whi h in lude
symmetri keys and IVs for ea h dire tion of ommuni ation, an then be used for symmetri -key
en ryption and message authenti ation. We note that while messages may optionally be ompressed
before en ryption, few SSL implementations urrently do so [8, Chap. 19℄, [5℄.
The SSL standard allows for symmetri -key en ryption using either blo k iphers or stream
iphers. Most implementations utilize blo k iphers, and the vulnerability in this paper applies
only when blo k iphers are used. A blo k ipher is a keyed, invertible permutation over strings
of some xed length alled blo ks ; DES, for example, operates on 64-bit blo ks. We represent
appli ation of a blo k ipher using key sk to blo k X by writing Fsk (X ). To en rypt messages
longer than one blo k in length, a mode of en ryption must be used. SSL mandates the ipher
blo k haining (CBC) mode, whi h en rypts a message P = P1 ; : : : ; P` (where the length of ea h
Pi is the blo k-length of the
ipher) as follows: given some IV denoted C0 , ompute C1 ; : : : ; C`
sequentially via:
Ci = Fsk (Pi  Ci 1 ):
The resulting iphertext is usually taken to be C0 ; : : : ; C` although if the re eiver already knows
C0 then it need not be transmitted. To de rypt, the re eiver omputes Pi for i = 1 to ` via:
Pi

= Fsk1 (Ci )  Ci 1 :

We note that it is onsidered \standard" se urity pra ti e to hoose a new, random IV for every
message that is en rypted. However, the above de nition of CBC does not for e this to be the ase.
As we have mentioned already, SSL hooses all but the initial IV by setting it equal to the nal
iphertext blo k of the pre eding en rypted message; this is referred to as \ haining IVs a ross
messages". (Thus, ontinuing the above example, the IV used for the next message would simply
be C` .) SSL hooses the initial IV in some pseudorandom fashion whi h is not important for the
purposes of the present atta k.

The atta k. Suppose an adversary who an mount a hosen-plaintext atta k wants to verify a

guess as to whether a parti ular plaintext blo k has a parti ular value. Spe i ally ( ontinuing the
above example), say an adversary who has observed the iphertext C0 ; : : : ; Ce ll wants to determine
whether plaintext blo k Pj is equal to some string P  . Note that the adversary knows the IV
(i.e., C` ) that will be used when en rypting the next message. Consider now what happens if the
adversary auses the sender to en rypt a message P 0 whose initial blo k P10 is equal to Cj 1 C` P  .
The rst iphertext blo k C10 is then omputed as:
0 = Fsk (P 0  C` )
C1
1
= Fsk (Cj 1  C`  P   C` )
= Fsk (P   Cj 1 ):
However, we also know that Cj = Fsk (Pj  Cj 1 ). This implies that C10 = Cj i Pj = P  . In this
way, an adversary an verify a guess P  for the value of any plaintext blo k Pj . In parti ular, if
3

the adversary knows that Pj is one of two possible values then the adversary an determine the
a tual value by exe uting the above atta k a single time. Similarly, if the atta ker knows that Pj is
one of N possible values then by repeating the above atta k N=2 times (on average) the adversary
an determine the a tual value of Pj . Besides already violating the standard notions of se urity
for en ryption [6, 1℄, this implies that an atta k of this form an be used to determine the value
of a nugget (say, a short password) in its entirety. (Note that, in pra ti e, the blo k of plaintext
ontaining the user's password also likely ontains additional information su h as headers, et .
However, it is also likely that this additional information is known to the atta ker; for example,
if the information is xed padding than an adversary an learn the format of this data from the
web-page sour e ode. We dis uss this further in Se tion 4.)

Atta k requirements. Fo using spe i ally on the ase of an adversary trying to re over a user's

password or PIN, we brie y highlight the requirements needed for the above-des ribed atta k to
su eed; in Se tion 4 we dis uss in more detail how these requirements are typi ally met in pra ti e.
First, the atta ker must know whi h plaintext blo k j ontains the desired information. All this
means, however, is that the adversary knows the format of the HTTPS transmission being targeted.
Se ond, the adversary must know Cj 1. However, sin e the iphertext travels over the Internet
(in the lear!), this is not expe ted to be diÆ ult. (In fa t, if it is assumed diÆ ult to obtain this
information then there is little reason to use en ryption in the rst pla e.)
Third, the adversary must know the value of the IV that is going to be used for the next message.
However, we have noted already that be ause of the way SSL omputes IVs, an atta ker would
a tually obtain this information from the last iphertext blo k of the previous message. Finally,
the adversary must be able to insert a plaintext blo k of its hoi e into the rst blo k of the next
message to be transmitted. This is the most hallenging part of the above atta k. We believe,
however, that su h an atta k is possible if the adversary an onvin e an unwitting user to use a
plug-in of the adversary's design. We omment in Se tion 4 why this is expe ted to be signi antly
easier than onvin ing a user to install other mali ious software, su h as a keyboard sni er, dire tly.
We note that a mali ious browser plug-in annot be used to dire tly \sni " the user's password;
thus, the above vulnerability does indeed represent a new \avenue of atta k" for an adversary.
Figure 1 shows the data- ow in a typi al web-page with forms and SSL. A web-page ontains data
of di erent types, some of whi h (being pure HTML) would be displayed dire tly by the browser.
Other data omes from les that the browser is programmed to handle, su h as image les. Many
other le formats exist, however, and the browser uses plug-ins to pro ess them. In the ase of
ommon formats like sound les, the plug-in is probably already installed. In the ase of a rare (or,
for the atta k, newly-invented) le format, the plug-in would have to be downloaded. Ea h plug-in
intera ts with the browser and its own le type (paths A and B in Figure 1). The keystrokes of
the user on the other hand, after passing through the operating system, pass dire tly to \form
elements" (path E) and then to the browser. In parti ular, a mali ious plug-in does not have dire t
a ess to these keystrokes.

3 Atta king SSL
Here, we simply note that there is nothing in the stru ture of SSL (su h as extraneous headers or
formatting information) whi h prevents the atta k of the previous se tion from su eeding.
SSL \sits" between the Appli ation and Transport layers, and so a ts like a Session Layer in the
OSI model. As su h, SSL re eives plaintext from the Appli ation Layer as raw data. This plaintext
is fragmented into blo ks of length less than or equal to 214 bytes. These blo ks are optionally (but
4
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Figure 1: The data- ow of a web-page with an SSL-enabled form.
rarely) ompressed2 and are then pro essed and sent as follows:

 Unen rypted Portion:
{ message type (one byte);
{ major/minor version number (two bytes);
{ length ounter (two bytes);

 En rypted Portion:
{
{
{
{

plaintext fragment (arbitrary length  214 bytes);
message authenti ation ode (typi ally 20 bytes);
padding (0 to 7 bytes; ensures that the plaintext length is a multiple of the blo k length)
padding length (one byte)

We stress that the rst blo k of the plaintext is indeed the rst blo k to be en rypted. In parti ular,
the header information that is prepended to the eventual transmission (i.e., the message type,
major/minor version number, et .) is not en rypted. Thus, as long as the adversary an set the
rst blo k of the plaintext fragment to some desired value (as dis ussed in the previous se tion),
that blo k will be en rypted rst and the atta k will su eed.
We note that in SSH, some header data is pre-pended to the plaintext before en ryption. This
makes an atta k su h as the one outlined here more diÆ ult in the ontext of SSH [2℄, sin e the
2

The atta ks in this paper do not apply dire tly when ompression is used; however, we have already noted that
ompression is rarely used. In any ase, ompression is unlikely to be used if only a short password/PIN is sent.
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adversary no longer has omplete ontrol over the rst blo k of the plaintext that is eventually
en rypted. Although it may be possible to work around these onstraints (see [2℄), the atta k is
mu h more diÆ ult against SSH than it is against SSL.

4 Feasibility of Implementing the Atta k
Several hallenges must be surmounted before an adversary an su essfully perform the atta k
that has been outlined here. However, the nature of web browsers makes most of these hallenges
easy to deal with. The ne essary steps to ir umvent these hallenges are listed below.

Learning the plaintext format. Despite the length of a plaintext message, there are times when

only a very small sequen e of bytes is of riti al importan e. For example, a superuser password,
a personal identi ation number or a dollar amount (i.e., a nugget in our terminology). We have
mentioned earlier that the adversary must somehow know whi h blo k of the plaintext ontains the
nugget of interest. Note, however, this is easily done by reading the sour e les for the pages that
are used in sending the nugget. Dis erning the format merely requires knowledge of the HTTP,
HTML, and CGI proto ols, and perhaps Javas ript. Commonly available browsers have a \show
page sour e" ommand, whi h displays the page's HTML sour e ode. Both the \form elements"
whi h ompile the user's data, as well as the optional Javas ript ode whi h would verify its format,
would thus be available to an atta ker. The atta ker need only read this and the format is trivially
derived.

Using plug-ins to perform hosen-plaintext atta ks. The next problem would be to arrange

for the hosen plaintexts to a tually be submitted to the web browser's onne tion to the SSL
layer (i.e., a tually performing the hosen-plaintext atta k). This may potentially be a omplished
through the use of a mali ious plug-in. The interfa e to Nets ape and Internet Explorer via plug-ins
is standardized and readily available. Thus, it is reasonable to on eive that a plug-in ontaining a
Trojan Horse ould be devised, and furthermore that an unsuspe ting user might be onvin ed to
install su h a plug-in. The prevalen e of SpyWare and other known Trojan plug-ins proves this is
quite feasible. In fa t, the existen e of so- alled \SpyWare" provides for interesting omparisons.
SpyWare is installed often as a hidden or poisoned plug-in, and olle ts data from the user without
express onsent. The author of the SpyWare has thus reated something analogous to a Trojan
Horse, rather than try to modify the browser itself to steal the user's usage habits and personal
data. The prevalen e of SpyWare also indi ates that users an indeed be \tri ked" into installing
su h software.
It remains to justify, however, why the present atta k is easier than an atta k in whi h a
Trojan Horse is installed to simply \sni " the user's password dire tly from the keyboard. The
question of the omparative eÆ a y of apturing keystrokes as ompared to performing a Chosen
Plaintext Atta k is not obvious. The answer lies in the hallenge of writing a Trojan Horse. A
modi ation of the web browser itself (or the underlying operating system) would be required
to perform a keyboard inter eption. This is a substantial undertaking. First, it would require
reverse-engineering or at least analyzing the sour e ode, then making the needed modi ations,
and arranging for an ex ltration method. Se ond, the user must be persuaded to install the new
version of the browser, and be onvin ed of its authenti ity. There exist adversaries who ould
undertake this, but ompared to the alternative in the next paragraph, this route is too diÆ ult to
be worthwhile.
On the other hand, making a Trojan Horse plug-in is mu h simpler. First, one would write the
ode from s rat h and therefore no reverse-engineering is needed. Se ond, the volume of ode that
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the atta king programmer would need to work with is mu h smaller, making this route onsiderably
easier. Third, the (unwitting) user would only need to download a le whi h would take se onds
or minutes, not the extended download of a new browser opy. Fourth, users install new plug-ins
frequently, and both major browsers have a subsystem for adding plug-ins. This is distin t from the
pro ess of re-installing a web-browser, whi h requires more a tion on the part of the user. Installing
a plug-in, by omparison, is only a few li ks.
One might imagine that a Trojan Horse plug-in ould read keystrokes and thus apture (and
transmit to an atta ker) the user's password dire tly. However, this is not possible; we brie y
review the reasons why. A pie e of (mali ious) ode an see only its inputs and outputs, and
perhaps some data a essible via system alls or alls from parent obje ts. In this ase, however,
the plug-in will not be granted a ess to form-data (whi h ontains the user's password as typed
at the keyboard) due to the manner in whi h plug-ins and form-data are handled by the browser.
Thus, in the absen e of an expli it me hanism to transfer this data to a plug-in (whi h is unlikely
to be the ase), we must assume that the plug-in an only read its spe i ed inputs.
In Figure 1, four data paths have been marked with the letters A, B, C and D. The data whi h
the target user is entering into the browser ows from the keyboard through the operating system
via path E. The data is then entered as a form element, and then follows paths C and D through the
browser to the SSL layer, and nally the TCP/IP sta k en route to the Internet. A Trojan plug-in
would be unable to read either Paths C and D be ause it is not onne ted to these paths. Path
E is ina essible without penetrating the operating system itself. Meanwhile, the plug-in would
have free a ess to Path A as well as Path B (its normal write hannel). In parti ular, the plug-in
ould be used to issue a hosen-plaintext atta k via Path B into the browser, through SSL and the
TCP/IP sta k. Note that this is simply the \legal" me hanism by whi h the plug-in an transmit
arbitrary plaintext messages to the SSL layer for en ryption, thereby enabling a hosen-plaintext
atta k.
We now provide an example of how su h a plug-in might be deployed. The plug-in ould be part
of an advertisement on a bank's web page. If the plug-in is properly written, it ould be instru ted
to behave transparently until a ertain date has passed, or until a ertain user logs in. That would
enable the plug-in to pass any s rutiny or testing on the part of the site administrators. The
use of lass-obfus aters ould result in Plug-In ode that is in omprehensible to outside observers,
lowering the likelihood of suspi ion. Alternatively, less se urity ons ious entities su h as nonte hni al universities and s hools, or haritable organizations with limited system administration
budgets, might make easier targets.
When a link in a page onne ts to an obje t of nonstandard le-type, the user's browser will
rst he k the list of installed plug-ins for one registered to read/display that le-type. If none is
found, then the user will be prompted with a window informing him/her that a plug-in is needed
before the browser an display this obje t. A link to the lo ation where the plug-in an be found
an be embedded into the page. In parti ular, the page's designer an hoose data (in luding links)
to be displayed in ase loading an obje t fails. Sin e this is a novel le-type, it will ertainly fail
before the plug-in is downloaded. Two or three simple li ks later, the plug-in is installed and ready
to be used.

Providing feedba k to the plug-in. Note that the adversary needs to provide feedba k to the

plug-in (in parti ular, to inform it of the iphertext blo ks Cj 1 ; C` ) in order to perform the atta k.
It is not expe ted to be diÆ ult for an adversary to obtain these iphertexts (after all, they are
traveling on the Internet), but the information must somehow be ommuni ated to the plug-in.
There are two prin ipal avenues through whi h this ommuni ation ould o ur. First, the
plug-in ould have a ess to a t pdump-like utility, whi h would read these iphertexts dire tly.
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However, most users do not have t pdump installed and it is un lear if a plug-in would be able to
a ess it even if present. Ergo a method of reading these iphertexts, whi h we will all a re e tor,
is needed.
Alternatively, if the adversary has a ess to the same Ethernet network on his/her own ma hine
that the user is onne ted to, then the following an be exe uted. Perhaps a subordinate employee
will use his/her private laptop with t pdump and a spe ial feedba k daemon a ting as a re e tor,
to apture his/her employer's SSL traÆ . The plug-in or Trojan Horse would only need to know
where the feedba k daemon is, re eive the iphertexts, and use it to ompute new plaintexts. The
sear h for the daemon ould be through the use of a throw-away DNS address, or by hard- oding
the IP address. The daemon ould masquerade as a web server, with the feedba k blo k embedded
deep in an image through the use of steganography|whi h would make it nearly impossible to
dete t through the use of an Intrusion Dete tion system. It would appear as though the plug-in
was merely downloading an image from the re e tor, now a ting as a miniature web-server.
Alternatively, the re e tor ould simply pass the pa kets ba k \in the lear." Sin e both the
infe ted user and re e tor are on the same subnet, the pa kets would not be routed outside the
Ethernet hub. Most enterprises only exe ute Intrusion Dete tion on their borders, or possibly
between large sub-se tors. It would be an unusually vigilant enterprise whi h pla es Intrusion
Dete tion Systems on ea h router.

Ensuring that the adversarially- hosen plaintext blo k is en rypted rst. It is essential

that the hosen-plaintext, namely Pi = P   C`  Cj 1, be the rst en rypted blo k of the SSL
datagram inside whi h it is found. However, this is easy to ensure, as we argue now. Data is
submitted to the SSL layer in the form of appli ation-level messages, whi h are rst aggregated
into blo ks of (at most) 214 bytes in length. SSL does not respe t message boundaries. If more
than 214 bytes are submitted, additional blo ks are reated; if several appli ation level messages are
submitted, they are on atenated in the bu er. However, in the absen e of these two onditions,
the data is en rypted and transmitted to the TCP layer immediately. Therefore, short messages
from the plug-in would be en rypted and transmitted immediately. The stru ture of SSL pa kets
guarantees, in the absen e of on atenation, that the rst blo k of the appli ation message will be
the rst en rypted blo k of the SSL datagram.
Con atenation only o urs when two messages arrive at the SSL layer simultaneously. However,
the timing hara teristi s of HTTPS traÆ have many pa kets ex hanged while a page is being
loaded, and no pa kets or few between page loads, while the user is reading. Therefore a areful
adversary ould use delays to try to time submissions for idle periods, or simply transmit and hope
for no ollision. If using the latter approa h, the plug-in an identify, from the absen e of seeing a
very short message, that on atenation has o urred, and the guess should be repeated.
4.1

Summary

The requirements listed in this se tion are by no means trivial. But, we believe that we have
demonstrated the potential feasibility of this sort of atta k.

5 Re overing \Moderately-Long" Nuggets
Here we show how even a moderately-long nugget an be easy to re over due to segmentation that
o urs when the nugget falls on a blo k boundary. (We assume throughout this se tion that the
data surrounding the nugget is known; see above). Sin e it is now demonstrated that the adversary
has the ability to verify guesses of plaintext blo ks, one an imagine that an adversary an attempt
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to guess the value of a nugget either by exhaustive sear h (in the ase of Personal Identi ation
Numbers or PINs) or by ontext-spe i more eÆ ient s hemes (using di tionary based atta ks on
passwords.)
If we assume for simpli ity that the nugget is hosen uniformly from a spa e of size S , then the
expe ted number of guesses needed before determining the nugget is S=2. (Note that in the ase of
passwords hosen by a user, the a tual entropy is likely to be mu h lower than would be indi ated
by the length of the password alone. In parti ular, an 8- hara ter password typi ally has entropy
mu h lower than 64 bits.) For example, a 4-digit PIN an be determined with (on average) 5,000
guesses. This ertainly represents a feasible atta k.
However, assume the user's PIN is 8 digits long. We laim that even in this ase, we an re over
the PIN with (on average) roughly this many guesses. The reason is that, with high probability,
the PIN might like on a blo k boundary so that, say, the rst 4 digits of the PIN are ontained
in some plaintext blo k Pj while the last 4 digits lie in the adja ent plaintext blo k Pj +1 . Now,
we an re over ea h half of the PIN separately at the ost of (on average) 5,000 guesses ea h, for
a total of roughly 10,000 guesses to re over the entire PIN. This is mu h less than the expe ted
108 =2 = 50; 000; 000 guesses that one would need if the PIN were ontained in a single blo k of
plaintext.

6 Potential Solutions
We suggest two ways to prevent the atta k given here. While other solutions are possible, we see
no reason why one of the methods suggested below should not suÆ e.
Note that an immediate way to prevent the atta k suggested here is to turn ompression on
(as we have noted, an atta k of the sort suggested here is mu h more diÆ ult | if not impossible
| if ompression is used). However, this requires that peers only ommuni ate with others who
also use ompression (or else an adversary onne ting to the honest party ould mount a \ hosenproto ol atta k" in whi h they laim to be unable to use ompression) whi h would anyway limit
inter-operability with deployed versions of SSL.

Use (pseudo)random IVs. An immediate way to x the vulnerability noted in this paper is
to have the sender hoose a new, random IV ea h time a new message fragment is en rypted. As
we have stated several times already, this is the a epted way to en rypt using CBC. If generating
truly random bits is a on ern (say, for reasons of eÆ ien y), it is easy to generate a pseudorandom
IV in any of a number of ways. For example, instead of simply using C` (i.e., the last blo k of the
pre eding iphertext) as the IV, the proto ol ould use H (C` jsk) where sk is the shared se ret key
used for en ryption and H is a ryptographi hash fun tion.
Change the mode of en ryption. Another way to prevent the present atta k is to use a mode of

en ryption other than CBC. One possibility is to use ounter mode [1℄ with a stateful ounter (note
that this obviates having to hoose a new, random IV ea h time a message is en rypted); the initial
ounter value an be prepended to the resulting iphertext if desired. This has other advantages
as well: the ounter an simply start at 0 and therefore a random IV need not be established and
shared during the negotiation phase. Furthermore, en ryption an potentially be parallelized using
ounter mode.
We note that the mode of en ryption should probably be hanged to address other on erns as
well. For example, it is well-known that applying a message authenti ation ode to the iphertext
itself after en ryption is preferable to applying it to the message before en ryption [3, 9℄. Currently,
SSL does the latter rather than the former.
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7 Con lusions
The atta k presented here is not so easy that it an be done on the spur of the moment by the typi al
ha ker. Yet, onstru ting a Trojan Horse-style plug-in to exe ute this atta k would not be beyond
the skills of someone familiar with writing plug-ins, and the problem of feedba k an be likewise
mitigated. Therefore, while the atta k is hallenging to arry out, the su ess probability and
relatively low numbers of datagrams required should be suÆ ient to motivate the SSL ommunity
to examine the possibility of mandatory hanges to the standard.
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